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The anisotropy of the electronic transition is a well-known characteristic of low-dimensional
transition-metal dichalcogenides, but their layer-thickness dependence has not been properly in-
vestigated experimentally until now. Yet, it not only determines the optical properties of these
low-dimensional materials, but also holds the key in revealing the underlying character of the elec-
tronic states involved. Here we used both angle-resolved electron energy-loss spectroscopy and
spectral analysis of angle-integrated spectra to study the evolution of the anisotropic electronic
transition involving the low energy valence electrons in the freestanding MoS2 layers with different
thicknesses. We are able to demonstrate that the well-known direct gap at 1.8 eV is only excited by
the in-plane polarized field while the out-of-plane polarized optical gap is 2.4±0.2 eV in monolayer
MoS2. This contrasts with the much smaller anisotropic response found for the indirect gap in the
few-layer MoS2 systems. In addition, we determined that the joint density of states associated with
the indirect gap transition in the multilayer systems and the corresponding indirect transition in
the monolayer case has a characteristic three-dimensional-like character. We attribute this to the
soft-edge behavior of the confining potential and it is an important factor when considering the
dynamical screening of the electric field at the relevant excitation energies. Our result provides a
logical explanation, for the large sensitivity of the indirect transition to thickness variation compared
with that for the direct transition, in terms of quantum confinement.
PACS numbers: 42.50.Tx, 42.50.Wk, 37.10.Vz
I. INTRODUCTION
Atomically thin molybdenum disulfide (MoS2), as a
representative member of the emerging two-dimensional
(2D) transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs)1,2, has
attracted intensive research efforts owing to its
unique structure as well as its novel applications
in optoelectronics3–8 and valleytronics9,10. It shows
a strong layer-dependent electronic structure which
changes dramatically at the atomically thin limit. For
example, the theoretically predicted transition from an
indirect to a direct energy gap11,12 has been confirmed
initially indirectly by the observation of strong photo-
luminescence (PL) enhancement in the monolayer13,14
and now directly by angle-resolved photoemission spec-
troscopy (ARPES)15,16. The observation of strong chi-
ral pumping effect in the band-gap absorption9,10 has
opened up the possibility of dynamical control of valley-
specific carrier density in the monolayer system which
lacks inversion symmetry. The realization of vertically
stacked heterostructures17,18 also opens the door to ex-
plore new physics and applications through combinations
of different atomically thin layers, such as significant ex-
trinsic photoconversion in graphene/TMD/graphene tri-
layer heterojunction19.
Despite intense efforts on these novel TMDs, the
anisotropic properties of the optical response of these
low-dimensional semiconductors, particularly their evo-
lution with the layer thickness, has received much less
experimental attention. This is particularly glaring as
optical response of bulk MoS2 itself is known to be al-
ready highly anisotropic20. Anisotropic electronic exci-
tation plays an important role because of the existence of
significant out-of-plane bonding between sulfur and Mo
atoms. On the practical level, the out-of-plane optical
response is difficult to measure even for bulk MoS2 and
related materials as either thick samples with optical-
quality surfaces or large-area layered materials are re-
quired for experiments with oblique illumination20. Nev-
ertheless, such measurements are extremely useful to un-
derstand the complex electronic structure of atomically-
thin TMDs. For example, it can reveal directly the out-
of-plane energy gap which is important for the vertical
transport in layer-stacking heterostructures17 and also
complement the partial picture of the electronic struc-
ture given by optical absorption13,14 which usually probes
more efficiently the states sensitive to in-plane electric
field of normal incident light. Here we want to empha-
size that the periodic band-structure of the bulk MoS2
system will evolve into the ”discrete atomic levels” in
the out-of-plane direction when the thickness is reduced
to atomically thin MoS2 (0.6-3 nm thickness). For consis-
tence, we will use the term ”energy gap” or ”optical gap”
transitions for the out-of-plane excitation in single or few-
layer MoS2 systems in order to make the correspondence
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2between features in atomic-thin films and those in the
bulk form.
In this work, we first have utilized the ability to con-
trol both the size and direction of the momentum trans-
fer vector in momentum-dependent electron energy-loss
spectroscopy (EELS) of atomically thin MoS2. We char-
acterize the equivalent optical response to reveal the
anisotropic properties of the electronic excitations and
their layer thickness dependence. EELS has been long
recognized as an alternative nonoptical tool to probe elec-
tronic structures of semiconductors and has been used to
study the valence electron excitation such as band-gap
transition21,22 and plasmonics23,24. In EELS, the mo-
mentum transfer vector (~q = ~ki− ~kf ) plays the role of the
polarization vector in optical absorption25, where ~ki and
~kf are the wave-vector of the incident and outgoing elec-
trons respectively. The angle- (or momentum-) resolved
EELS is thus particularly suited to probe the anisotropy
of the electronic transitions because the directions of the
momentum transfer can range from being parallel to be-
ing perpendicular to the incident direction around the
characteristic scattering angle (θE = E/2E0)
26, where E
is the energy loss and E0 is the kinetic energy of incident
electrons. Our result, taken with the specimen’s c axis
parallel with the incident beam, can therefore mimic the
optical experiments taken both at normal and glancing
angle (see Fig. 1a). It has revealed strong difference be-
tween the in-plane and out-of-plane polarized response,
and has allowed us to track the changes of underlying
electronic structures when analyzed in detail with the
reported ARPES results15,16. In addition, through spec-
tral analysis we not only provide a direct confirmation of
the well-known indirect-to-direct gap transition but also
determines directly the monolayer’s out-of-plane optical
gap (2.4 ± 0.2 eV) which is significantly different from
the well-known in-plane gap (1.8 eV)13 and important
to understand energy gap mismatch in vertically stacked
heterostructure. The unexpected three-dimensional-like
character of the joint density of states (JDOS) of the in-
direct transition, even in monolayer, has implication on
the electronic structure engineering as well as the charge
screening effect in MoS2. Our work also provides a fur-
ther vital experimental check of theoretical calculation27
of optical spectra at higher energies, particularly with re-
gard to the layer thickness-dependence as a consequence
of quantum confinement effect.
II. METHODS
Atomically thin MoS2 was prepared through the stan-
dard micromechanical exfoliation process, and trans-
ferred onto a copper grid with lacey carbon film for TEM
observations. No polymer (such as PMMA) was used
during the transfer process, which can substantially de-
crease the possible contamination.
Monochromated EELS measurements were conducted
in a TEM (FEI Titan 60 − 300) equipped with a Gatan
Tridiem 865 spectrometer. This microscope was operated
at 60 kV in order to reduce the irradiation damage. The
attainable energy resolution is less than 140 meV in the
absence of specimens, and this value changes to 0.2 eV
under experimental conditions used for MoS2 monolay-
ers. The convergence semiangle of the incident electron
beam was set to be less than α ∼ 0.3 mrad to yield a
nearly parallel illumination. EEL spectra were recorded
in diffraction mode and a rotation holder was used to
choose the specific orientation, similar to that used by
Wachsmuth et al.24. A selected-area aperture with a di-
ameter of 10 µm was used for electron diffraction that
corresponds to an illumination area with a diameter of
200 nm on the specimen. The scattering geometry of
AREELS was limited by a spectrometer entrance aper-
ture (SEA) with a diameter of 2.5 mm (corresponding to
0.54 A˚−1). Each q-E diagram was recorded for 3 min.
All spectra were collected after zero-loss peak alignment
and no detectable energy drift (< 0.14 eV) was observed
during EELS acquisition.
The valence EEL spectra were acquired from freestand-
ing areas (about 200 nm in size) of high-quality MoS2
monolayers to avoid substrate effect. Figure 1(a) shows
the inelastic scattering geometry and the [0001] zone-axis
diffraction pattern of a free-standing monolayer MoS2 at
the normal incidence of the electron beam, i.e. parallel
with the specimen’s c axis. The scattering kinetics dic-
tates that the in-plane polarization (~q ⊥ ~c) component of
the inelastic spectra dominates the large-scattering-angle
region (blue). This mode resembles the well-known op-
tical excitation at normal incidence13,14 [right inset in
Fig.1(a)] due to the similarity of the momentum trans-
fer vector and the electric field vector in the transition
matrix element for EELS and optical absorption, re-
spectively. The out-of-plane polarized (~q ‖ ~c)) compo-
nent resides in the small-scattering-angle region (red) in
the momentum space, similar to the unexplored grazing-
incidence case of optical spectroscopy (left inset). The
two regions are separated by the characteristic angle of
θE=E/(2E0) ∼ 0.016 mrad (or qE ∼ 3.3× 10−4A˚−1).
Superimposed on the diffraction pattern in Fig. 1 is a
(green) ring marking the size of the round SEA used in
the measurement. The electron energy-loss spectrometer
was operated in the energy-dispersive diffraction mode to
produce a q-E map, with the partially angle integrated
energy-loss spectrum in the spectrometer’s energy dis-
persing direction (defined as the qx direction) while the
angular information in the perpendicular direction (de-
fined as the qy direction) is preserved. The momentum
dependent energy-loss map (the q-E diagram) shown in
Fig.1(a) is obtained by summation of 200 individual 1.0
second drift-corrected measurements to enhance the sig-
nal. The qy direction in Fig. 1(a) is aligned along the
ΓM direction using a rotation holder. The momentum-
dependent spectra are line plots as a function of qy as
shown in Fig.1(b). Each line plot is an intensity inte-
gration along the qx direction (the energy dispersing di-
rection) over the momentum transfer range limited by
3FIG. 1. (Colour online) Experimental set-up and the resulting
momentum-dependent spectra. (a) Inelastic electron scatter-
ing geometry in analogy with polarized optical measuring.
The samples in the TEM are atomically thin MoS2 layers.
EELS spectra with in-plane polarization (~q⊥~c) dominate the
larger-scattering-angle region (blue) and resemble the well-
known optical excitation at normal incidence (right inset)
onto atomic layers. While the out-of-plane polarized (~q‖~c)
spectra reside in small-scattering-angle region (red) in the
momentum space, similar to the unexplored grazing-incidence
case of optical wave (left inset). (b) Corresponding momen-
tum dependent spectra extracted from q-E diagram with qy
along the ΓM direction in (a).
the angular size of SEA. For an incident electron beam
travelling down the c axis of an uniaxial crystal, the ex-
perimental intensity can be written as25:
I(qy) =
∫ √q20−q2y
−
√
q20−q2y
Im(‖)q2E + Im(⊥)(q
2
x + q
2
y)
| ‖q2E + ⊥(q2x + q2y) |2
dqx 4 qy
(1)
where q0(=0.54A˚
−1) is the size of the SEA in the mo-
mentum transfer space, 4qy is the corresponding pixel
size in the unit of the scattering momentum space in the
qy direction,  is the complex dielectric function, and the
subscripts denote the polarization directions with respect
to the surface normal of the sample. Here atomically thin
thickness excludes the possible influence from Cerenkov
loss28. Even in this partially momentum-integrated form,
the anisotropy information should still be visible as we
demonstrate below.
For the angular and energy ranges we are interested in,
we did not notice any significant difference in the spec-
trum acquired with qy aligned along the ΓK direction
to that along the ΓM direction (Fig. 3). Wachsmuth
et al.24 has used a similar q-E mapping approach for
graphene, but a specially adopted narrow slit has been
used to make the integration over qx shown in Eq. (1)
unnecessary to the first approximation. We notice that
in-plane anisotropy in their case were only observed at
high scattering angle of 72 mrad (near the Brillouin Zone
boundary in graphite at 1.2A˚−1; Ref.[24]), comparable to
the angular range of SEA in our case (54 mrad). Thus
we believe that in the low-energy-loss region of interest
we can treat in-plane anisotropy to be negligible in our
case.
To study the in-plane and out-of-plane anisotropy, we
need to resolve the momentum transfer variation in the
order of the characteristic angle θE (0.016 mrad for en-
ergy loss at 2 eV for 60 keV high-energy electrons). As
our beam convergence angle is limited to about 0.3 mrad,
due to the need to study finite-sized crystals and the
presence of any residual beam divergence, one cannot
use the traditional EELS method of a linear slit aper-
ture to provide momentum resolution in the qx direc-
tion. Instead, we have to work with spectra containing
mixed contributions and use the well-known numerical
angle method25,29 to separate the response from the two
orientations, as shown later.
III. RESULTS
A. Angle-resolved spectra in atomically thin MoS2
Figure 2(a) shows the angle-resolved EEL spectra of
monolayer MoS2 extracted from the q-E map with qy
along the ΓK direction. Spectra of multilayer MoS2 with
qy along ΓK direction behaves in a similar way to that
shown in Fig.2(b). Only excitations up to 5 eV are dis-
played because of our focus on the electronic structure
near the absorption edge region. Plasmon excitation at
higher energy losses will be discussed in a separate paper.
Three noticeable features are observed: a weak transition
peaked at 2.0 eV (marked by A, B following the conven-
tion of optical spectroscopy13 which identifies it as spin-
orbit split excitons in the KK’ direct transition), a group
of strong transition centred at 3.1 eV (the α peak), and
a broad peak at 4.5 eV (the β peak). A similar result
for EELS in monolayer along the ΓM direction is also
shown in Fig. 3, indicating that it is a good approxima-
tion to treat the in-plane anisotropy as negligible as we
4FIG. 2. (Colour online) (a) Angle-resolved low loss spectra of
monolayer MoS2 with qy along the ΓK direction, in the unit
of A˚−1. The weak peak at 2.0 eV is due to direct transition
of A, B excitons, and the strong peak at 3.1 eV (α) and 4.5
eV (β) result from strong inter-band transitions (van Hove
critical points). (b) Spectra of multilayer MoS2 with qy along
ΓK direction. The δ absorption peak arises as qy increases.
have discussed and reasonable to treat dielectric response
as being uniaxial as described by Eq. (1).
B. Angle-integrated spectra of MoS2 layers with
different thicknesses
In Fig. 4, we have collected thickness-dependent spec-
tra from ultrathin MoS2 to illustrate the joint density
of states and quantum confinement effect of electronic
transitions as discussed later. Figure 4 shows the fine
structures of low-loss spectra from MoS2 with variable
thicknesses. They are obtained by integrating the (qy,
E) map over all qy to improve the statistics for further
spectral analysis.
FIG. 3. (Colour online) Momentum dependent spectra of
monolayer MoS2 with qy along ΓM direction. The α peak
still splits and additional δ absorption peak appears as qy
increases
FIG. 4. (Colour online) The fine structures of angle-
integrated low loss spectra revealing inter-band transitions
in MoS2 with different thicknesses.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Anisotropy in atomically thin MoS2
The momentum-dependent EEL spectra show strong
evidence for the in-plane/out-of-plane anisotropy of the
electronic transition in the energy range studied. In Fig.
5, we have plotted the intensity variations of the three
dominant absorptions (A,B; α; β) with the intensity at
qy, normalized to their values at qy=0. We expect the
out-of-plane component (~q ‖ ~c) to dominate the spectrum
at qy=0 and the in-plane (~q ⊥ ~c) component to dominate
at large qy. Although the integration over qx complicates
5FIG. 5. (Colour online) The relative change in peak intensi-
ties of A,B, α, β (at 2 eV, 3.1 eV and 4.5 eV respectively) with
momentum transfer qy. Peak intensity at qy is normalised by
its counterpart at qy=0. The experimental data lies between
the pure in-plane mode and the pure out-of-plane mode pre-
dicted by calculation, illustrating that each spectrum should
be a linear superposition of these two components.
the spectra interpretation as it mixes the in-plane con-
tribution into the qy=0 spectrum, however, the mixing
effect is expected to be negligible as qy  qc. For ex-
ample, the momentum transfer vector (~q), for the A,B
peak centred at 2 eV seen in the qy = 0.01A˚
−1 spectrum
shown in Fig. 2(a), is determined from electron scatter-
ing kinetics to be oriented at least as large as 88◦ from
the c axis of the sample. The corresponding angle for the
4 eV loss is also higher than 86◦, so that the energy-loss
spectrum at qy = 0.01A˚
−1 over the whole energy range
can be interpreted as an in-plane polarized contribution.
In general, the mixing of the two polarized contributions
is always present but they are expected to show differ-
ent qy-dependence. For the loss feature centred at 2 eV,
the normalized intensity is initially independent of qy, in
agreement with the expected dependence of the in-plane
contribution. On the other hand, the intensities of the
broad α, β peaks centred at 3.1 eV and 4.5 eV drop
more rapidly, consistent with the contribution from the
out-of-plane excitation which occurs at small momentum
transfer.
B. Separation of in-plane and out-of-plane spectral
components
Another sign for the strong orientation effect of the
dielectric response is the disappearance or appearance of
certain characteristic spectral features, such as the δ peak
seen at 3.9 eV, as qy increases [Fig.2(a)]. We will make
the simple assumption that for the small energy range
considered in Fig. 5, the integrated spectra are linear su-
perposition of the in-plane and out-of-plane components.
This is because the integration in Eq. (1) can be seen as
a linear superposition of the following two components:
I⊥ = Im (⊥)
∫ √q20−q2y
−
√
q20−q2y
q2x + q
2
y
| a(q2x + q2y) + q2E |2
dqx 4 qy
(2)
and
I‖ = Im
(
‖
) ∫ √q20−q2y
−
√
q20−q2y
q2E
| a(q2x + q2y) + q2E |2
dqx 4 qy (3)
where a = ⊥/‖ is the relative ratio of in-plane to out-of-
plane components of the dielectric function. These two
’pure’ components in Fig.5 (dotted line) can be estimated
by calculating Eqs. (2) and (3), where a is taken as a
constant (Fig. 10) to simplify the calculation.
Any two experimental spectra I1 and I2 at different qy
can be hybridization of I⊥ and I‖ components:
I1 = c1I⊥ + c2I‖,
I2 = c3I⊥ + c4I‖. (4)
Through simple subtraction between the ’hybridized’
experimental spectra (Fig. 2 for monolayer and multi-
layer), we can solve this matrix equation [Eq. IV B] to
obtain pure components I⊥ and I‖, by multiplying a con-
stant c1/c3 or c2/c4 to the subtracted spectrum I2. This
is similar to the method used by Gu29 to separate energy-
loss near-edge fine structure (ELNES) at the boundary
from that in the bulk by a subtraction. Different trial
coefficients of c have been multiplied to the subtracted
spectrum to yield a series of possible differential spectra
as shown in Fig. 6.
The key to avoiding a subjective scaling factor determi-
nation is to monitoring the abrupt δ feature which seems
to be predominantly in the in-plane directions which are
detected in the large ’qy’ spectra (see Figs. 2 and 3).
The sharp δ peak, absent in the small angle, is the sole
property of the in-plane contribution. For such sharp
spectral feature, inappropriate subtraction will result in
unphysically sharp spectral variation (pit)29 in the differ-
ence spectrum, as shown by the arrows in Fig. 6. As the
abrupt δ feature should be easily recognizable, we use
its absence to determine the mostly likely out-of-plane
component, marked with a (red) circle in Fig. 6(b).
Based on this insight, we have extracted pure in-plane
or out-of-plane transitions in monolayer and multilayer.
The appropriateness of the subtraction can be checked by
observing the appearance of fine structure of the α peak
in the polarization-resolved spectra. In the polarization-
resolved spectra, we see that the in-plane spectrum has a
double peak (α′, α′′) structure on the shoulder of the α
peak, while the out-of-plane feature has a simple single-
peak structure. This provides a simple explanation of
the complex α′, α and α′′ peaks in the experimental
momentum-dependent spectra as shown in Figs. 2 and
3. The same method is also used in multilayer system
(Fig. 6(c) and (d)).
6FIG. 6. (Colour online) (a,b) The possible in-plane and out-
of-plane spectral components in monolayer MoS2, based on
the subtraction of two momentum-resolved spectra using suit-
able subtraction factor c. The optimal subtraction factor
marked by red circles (c=0.7 for the in-plane component and
1.1 for the out-of-plane component) is based on the presence
or absence of the physically realistic δ feature unique to the
in-plane component. It is found that α peak are split into α′,
α′′ in the in-plane component while it is a single well-behaved
peak in the out-of-plane component. Note that inappropriate
subtraction will result in unphysically sharp spectral variation
(pit)29 in the difference spectrum, as shown by the arrows. (c,
d) The in-plane and out-of-plane spectra in multilayer MoS2,
extracted from the original EELS data based on the same
subtraction procedure.
C. Polarization-resolved spectroscopy
Fig. 7(a) shows the resulting in-plane and out-of-plane
spectral contributions, using the above ’unbiased’ numer-
ical angle method. Here the out-of-plane (~q ‖ ~c) com-
ponents are similar to the electronic transition probed
by grazing-incident light with ~E ‖ ~c polarisation, which
is quite difficult to explore on atomic layers by optical
means because of the transverse nature of the electro-
magnetic wave.
The polarization-resolved spectra in monolayer MoS2
immediately suggest that the optical gap in the out-of-
plane direction (E
‖
g ) has a rather higher value of 2.4±0.2
eV. This means that the direct-gap transition in mono-
layer seen around 2 eV has an in-plane polarized char-
acter. On the other hand, the in-plane and the out-of-
plane transitions in the multilayer system near the gap
region, which occurs at the smaller energy of 1.5±0.2 eV,
seem to have much less obvious polarization dependence,
suggesting that the electronic transitions involved in the
multilayers have a more three-dimensional(3D)-like char-
FIG. 7. (Colour online) Polarization dependence of near-gap
EELS in atomically-thin MoS2. (a) Absorption spectra of
monolayer and multilayer MoS2 at in-plane (~q ⊥ ~c) and out-
of-plane (~q ‖ ~c) polarization. The black star (F) indicates
the threshold energy (2.4±0.2eV) in out-of-plane polarization
which is inaccessible by optical measurements. (b) Dispersion
effect of the peak energy (peak position) of major absorption
peaks in Fig.2a. All lines are drawn as visual aid to the trend
seen in the data.
acter.
The peak energies of the three dominant transitions
in the energy range of interest, detected in the mono-
layer MoS2, display negligible dispersion as shown in
Fig.7(b). As a result, we can ignore the dispersion ef-
fect in our discussions of momentum-dependent spectra.
The dispersionless character of the A, B peaks is con-
sistent with the excitonic nature of this spin-orbit split
direct transition13. Theoretically the valence band spin-
orbit splitting leads to a 0.15 eV difference between the
spin-orbital split states of the excitons30. However, the
broadening due to phonon scattering and the limited en-
ergy resolution of our instrument (0.14 eV) means that
7we are unable to discriminate these two closely spaced A,
B peaks. In fact, the other two sharp transition features
we have identified all show negligible variation over the
momentum range being probed.
The anisotropic property we have observed may be
understood in terms of the electronic orbitals of MoS2
(Ref.13,31 which is typical of transition metal dichalco-
genides, with the 4d orbitals of Mo situated within the
larger energy σ-σ∗ gap of bonding and antibonding s-p
orbitals32,33. Because of the trigonal prismatic nature
of the S ligand atom arrangement, the 4d orbitals are
further split into bonding eg-like upper band involving
dxz, dyz orbitals and a t2g-like lower band involving dz2 ,
dxy and dx2−y2 orbitals. The hybridization among the
symmetry-allowed combination of d-orbitals produces the
resulting electronic states, but at high symmetry points,
it is useful to discuss the states and the electronic transi-
tions in terms of the atomic orbitals involved. Ab initio
calculations27,30,34 have identified the direct bandgap as
the transition at the K-point of the first Brillouin Zone
(BZ) which has a predominant Mo dx2−y2 character, and
the indirect energy gap arises from the transition from
Γv (local valence band maximum at Γ-point) to Qc (lo-
cal conduction band valley Q-point shown in Fig. 8(b)).
The electronic orbital character of Γv has been identified
with Mo-dz2-S-pz hybrid
32. The dipole-allowed transi-
tion detected by EELS requires a parity change, thus the
direct d-d transition at the K point should strictly only
be allowed for ~q ⊥ ~c polarization as we have observed
in the monolayer case [Fig.7(a)] and the indirect transi-
tion from Γv should only be allowed in ~q ‖ ~c polarization.
Our result for the multilayer suggests that the second
selection rule is relaxed.
The non-bonding nature of the dx2−y2 orbital involved
in the threshold transition also means that the monolayer
MoS2 could be a more durable ultrathin photodetector
7,8
as it is less likely to suffer from photo-bleaching effect. On
the other hand, this polarization-specific optical response
offers a way to improve the performance of MoS2-based
optoelectronic3–8 devices in photovoltaics. For example,
the out-of-plane dipole transitions in monolayer provide
a distinctive possibility to more efficiently utilize the pho-
tons above the in-plane-polarized gap 1.8 eV and enhance
the photoconversion of solar energy engineered through
either adjusting interlayer coupling or surface adsorption.
D. Higher energy excitation
The wide energy range covered by the EELS method
allows us to easily see the higher energy excitation at
3.1-3.5 eV. This is predicted by the accurate theoretical
quasiparticle calculation at the level of GW approxima-
tion for the energy level and Bethe-Salpeter equation for
the absorption spectrum27 and has not been observed by
the optical method so far. Our analysis also reveals in-
teresting anisotropy. For example, the sharp in-plane δ
feature can be associated with the direct in-plane K-K’
FIG. 8. (Colour online) Dimensionality analysis and quantum
confinement effect of electronic transitions. (a) A closer look
at band edge transition. Nonlinear fittings of near gap fine
structures give the indirect transition energy (Γ → Q transi-
tion). (b) Schematic illustration of band structure of mono-
layer MoS2 with global conduction band minimum (CBM)
and valence band maximum (VBM) both at K point. The
second VBM is located at Γ-point and the second CBM at
Q-point (almost midpoint of straight line ΓK). For the sake
of brevity, only one Q point paraboloid is drawn (altogether
six). The false color discs are the projection of parabolic dis-
persion to describe the positions of local VBM or CBM. (c) A
summarized electronic transition energy between this work,
and other reports13,14,34,35. Note the direct transition ener-
gies of different layers are extracted from peak energy of A, B
exciton transitions. The black dashed circle highlights the in-
direct transition energy in monolayer system which cannot be
easily measured by optical pumping. Nonlinear fitting of indi-
rect transition energies quantitatively confirms the quantum
confinement effect.
8excitation from the spin-orbital split valence band maxi-
mum to the upper conduction band minimum about the
K point. The quasiparticle-excitation calculation of 1H-
MoS2 and few-layer 2H-MoS2 indicate that the α peak at
3.1 eV (Fig. 2a) should arise from the transition between
the parallel conduction band and valence band around Q
point, where high joint density of states is involved27. In-
terestingly, the α (3 eV) peak structure changes from a
single peak in the out-of-plane direction to the split twin
peak structure in the in-plane direction. These subtle
anisotropy changes are worth further investigation. Nev-
ertheless, the absorption at 3 eV should also be highly
efficient because it is not restricted by the anisotropy-
imposed selection rules.
E. Dimensionality analysis of joint density-of-states
and layer-thickness dependence
Spectral analysis, based on fitting the power-law (E −
Eg)
n to the angle integrated spectra, has tradition-
ally been used to determine the character of the near-
threshold low-energy absorption. Examples have shown
that diamond has an indirect bandgap36 and GaAs has
a direct bandgap37. In arriving this, Brown and Raf-
ferty have shown that electronic excitation intensity is
described as36:
I =
d2σ
dEdΩ
∝
{
JDOS(E)
(E − Eg)JDOS(E) , (5)
where JDOS(E) is the joint density of states (JDOS).
The upper equation in (5) applies for direct transitions,
and lower one for indirect transitions. For the 3D semi-
conductors, the JDOS for a parabolic dispersion follows
(E − Eg)0.5. Hence in the 3D case, the intensity for
direct transition presents the power law with exponent
of n = 0.5 and indirect transition n = 1.5, verified ex-
perimentally for a number of 3D semiconducting mate-
rials. We have extended their argument on the energy-
dependence of the spectral intensity for direct and in-
direct transitions in two dimensional electronic systems
where JDOS has an exponent n = 0. Hence the cor-
responding power-law exponents of the spectral analysis
should, in principle, be n = 0 (direct) and n = 1 (indi-
rect) respectively.
We investigate the dimensionality of the joint-density
of states (JDOS) involved through power-law analysis
of the spectral variations. The fitted exponents for the
threshold transitions in bilayers and multilayers [shown
in Fig. 8(a)] are all close to 1.5. Together with the
polarization-insensitive energy gap transition shown in
Fig.7(a), they demonstrate that the transition involved
has a three-dimensional-like character. The observation
of three-dimensional-like dispersion in the few layer sys-
tems (2L, 3L, 6L) is consistent with the strong dispersion
of the valence band (dominated by S-pz states) in the ΓA
orientation31,38 and has previously been understood as
interlayer coupling of the S-pz orbitals across the van der
Waal spacing. This 3D-like character is also in accord
with the electrostatic screening experiment39.
We then follow the evolution of the indirect transition
as a function of the layer thickness, even after the cross-
over from indirect-to-direct gap transition [Fig. 8(a)].
This is because the overlapping direct transition in the
monolayer system should have a power-law dependence of
((E−Eg)0), similar to the JDOS of the two-dimensional
character20 of the band structure near the K-point. Al-
though near the threshold, the spectrum does not follow
such power-law due to the strong excitonic peak27,35,
we expect that such a power-law dependence prevails
above the bandgap region where the excitonic effect is
absent. Indeed, such a flat absorption band has been well
known experimentally in the related TMDs20. We there-
fore identify the rising absorption above direct transition
at 2 eV in monolayer with the same transition respon-
sible for the indirect Γ → Q transition (Fig. 8(b)) in
multilayered MoS2. This identification is supported by
recent photoconductivity measurements indicating that
the transition in this energy range is associated with ex-
citation into the conduction band at the Q point40. Giv-
ing support to this identification, the power-fitting re-
turns a spectral intensity exponent of 1.56±0.20. The
deduced transition energy is 2.26±0.06 eV, correspond-
ing to a 3D-like indirect transition in monolayer, as the
case in the multilayer system. In comparison, the Γ→ Q
indirect transition is predicted to be 2.0 ± 0.1 eV from
LDA calculation27,34 and 2.5± 0.2eV from the more ac-
curate quasiparticle calculation27 in monolayer system.
The observation of 3D-like JDOS associated with the
indirect transition in the monolayer case cannot be ex-
plained as interlayer coupling across the van-der-Waals
spacing as it is absent. We suggest that it is because
the confinement potential is ’soft’ in the sense that it
rises slowly with the distance from the surfaces. It is
well known that if the confinement potential along the
out-of-plane direction is abrupt (’hard-edge’) as found in
semiconductor quantum well structures, then we expect
the allowed kz values of the carrier wavefunctions to take
discreet values. If however, the confinement potential ap-
proaches the vacuum level more gradually (’soft-edge’) as
one moves away from the monolayer, then it is possible
that the allowed kz can take quasi-continuous values and
JDOS may follow (E − Eg)0.5 as it approaches the vac-
uum level, as in the case of Rydberg atoms.
Our 3D-like JDOS result is consistent with the as-
sumption made by Castellanos-Gomez et al.39 in explain-
ing their electrostatic screening data in monolayer MoS2.
In their study of the electrostatic screening by means
of electrostatic force microscopy in combination with a
non-linear Thomas-Fermi theory, they find that a con-
tinuum model of decoupled layers, which satisfactorily
reproduces the electrostatic screening for graphene and
graphite, cannot account for the experimental observa-
tions in MoS2. A three-dimensional model with an in-
terlayer hopping parameter can, on the other hand, suc-
9cessfully account for the observed electric field screening
by MoS2 nanolayers, pointing out the important role of
the interlayer coupling in the screening of MoS2.
F. Thickness-dependent transition energies
The aforementioned three-dimensional nature of the
indirect transition provides a logical explanation for the
observed strong layer dependence of the threshold en-
ergy for the indirect transition. Figure 8(c) summarizes
the transition threshold energies in MoS2 with different
thicknesses which are generated from the previous quan-
titative power-law spectral analysis. Table I compares
our EELS-derived transition gap values, the reported
photoluminescence and calculation results, with all show-
ing consistent trend with layer thickness. It must be
pointed out that the indirect gap of multilayer systems
evolves into the direct gap of the monolayer MoS2, when
the number of layers is reduced. However, EELS allows
us to track the indirect transition even as its threshold
energy is now shifted beyond the direct gap transition
energy. To test independently our assignment of the in-
direct electronic transitions in the monolayer, we have
found that the threshold energy of the indirect transi-
tion as a function of the layer number, N, can be fitted
by the expression Eg = EB + A/N
2 as shown by the
fitting curve in Fig. 8(c). EB is 1.32 ± 0.01 eV and
corresponds to the indirect gap of bulk MoS2. The quan-
titatively well-fitted black line is consistent with the size
dependence of the energies in a classic one-dimensional
potential well and further verifies the physical picture of
quantum confinement effect in layered MoS2.
Calculations by Molina-Sanchez et al. and Kumar and
Ahluwalia27,34 predict a downward shift of the Γv-point
when the layer thickness is reduced. This has been cor-
roborated by ARPES measurements although the band-
width of the valence band is smaller in experiment be-
cause of the substrate effect15. To date, there is no exper-
imental information about the movement of the conduc-
tion band structure. Therefore, we use our determination
of the energies for the direct and indirect transitions (in
Fig. 8(c)) to map out the movement of the conduction
band valley Qc (Fig. 8(b)). The ARPES data suggests
that the Γv-point was downward shifted from its bulk
value to that for the monolayer by 0.7 eV. From our
data, the evolution of the indirect transition energy sug-
gests that the local Qc-point moves upward by a much
smaller amount (0.3 eV) comparable with the theoreti-
cal calculation27. This may arise from different atomic
orbital hybridizations: the former Γv (mainly Mo-dz2-S-
pz) is more sensitive to interlayer coupling than the Qc
(dz2 , dxy and dx2−y2 orbitals). This asymmetry has con-
sequence for many physical properties, such as changes
in the effective mass of electrons and holes which are im-
portant for the transport in few-layer MoS2 systems.
FIG. 9. (Colour online) ). (a) Low-loss EEL spectra from a
fresh MoS2 monolayer (in red) and that after exposure to elec-
tron beam irradiation for 4 hours at an acceleration voltage
of 60 kV. (b) Low-loss EEL spectra recorded from monolayer
and multilayer MoS2 after long-time electron beam irradia-
tion.
G. Effect of radiation damage on EELS fine
structures
By comparing the EEL spectra recorded from the
monolayer MoS2 before and after the beam damage as
shown in Fig.9, we found that the damage associated
with long-term electron beam irradiation could lead to
the disappearance of A, B excitons peaked at 2 eV and
the strong inter-band transitions (α and β at 3.1 eV and
4.5 eV respectively) in monolayer MoS2. For multilayer
specimens, the beam damage after extended exposure
(about 4 hours here) will obviously weaken the fine struc-
tures in their EEL spectra. Results from such a compar-
ison here demonstrate that the low-loss fine structures
in EEL spectra are mainly coming from the transitions
between electronic bands of intact crystals.
V. SUMMARY
In conclusion, we showed that electronic excitation
in MoS2 presents not only the well-known indirect- to
direct-gap transition, but also less-anisotropic to highly
anisotropic response, as the thickness is reduced to mono-
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TABLE I. A comparison of energy gaps for both indirect transitions (Γ →Q) and direct transitions (K→K’) using EELS, PL
or DFT methods.
Indirect energy gap (eV) Direct energy gap (eV)
Layers EELS PL13 DFT30,34 EELS PL13 DFT30,41
1 2.26±0.11 a 2.1 2.05±0.10 1.89 1.79
2 1.52±0.11 1.60 1.6 2.04±0.08 1.87 1.78
3 1.44±0.11 1.45 1.5 2.03±0.09 1.86 1.76
4 1.40±0.11 1.41 1.3 2.03±0.08 1.84 1.74
6 1.36±0.11 1.40 1.1 2.03±0.09 1.84 1.73
bulk 1.29±0.11 1.30 0.9 2.03±0.08 1.82 1.73
a
a The energy of the indirect transition in monolayer system is not measurable using PL because it is higher than the energy of the direct
gap transition.
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FIG. 10. (Colour online). Dielectric functions and their ra-
tio (a =|⊥/‖|), the inset dielectric constants extracted from
Ref.34. It shows small variation of ”a” as a function of energy.
layer. The latter favors the optical absorption by nor-
mally incident light, hence may be partially responsi-
ble for the enhanced photoabsorption seen in monolayer
MoS2. In particular, the well-known 1.8 eV direct gap in
monolayer MoS2 is shown to be entirely in-plane polar-
ized, consistent with the 2D character of the dx2−y2-like
orbitals involved, while the out-of-plane-polarized energy
gap is much larger at 2.4 ± 0.2 eV. Such an extremely
anisotropic optical and electronic property in the mono-
layer system is important for the development of effi-
cient photovoltaic and photocatalysis applications. It
may give rise to novel interlayer transport property in
layer-stacking heterostructures.
We also showed that the joint-density-of-states of the
indirect Γ-Q transition is 3D-like in character, even in
the monolayer case. We propose that this is due to the
’soft’ edge nature of the confinement potential, which
makes the electronic states involved easily tunable by
vertical stacking. We showed experimentally that the
threshold energies of the indirect Γ-Q transition fol-
lows the well-known quantum confinement scaling rela-
tionship, in contrast with the layer-thickness indepen-
dence of the K-K’ direct transition. Our investigation
presents a systematic and comprehensive insight into the
physics of this new semiconductor and may also bene-
fit orientation-dependent applications in optoelectronics
and heterostructured electronics.
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APPENDIX
The rational behind our assumption that each spec-
trum can be linear superposition of these two compo-
nents stems from the observation that the factor ’a’ only
appears in the denominator in Eq. 3 as the coefficient of
the two quadratic terms, so the effect of small variation
as a function of energy over the narrow energy range of
interest can be negligible as no strong plasmon. Using
the theoretical result, the spectral variation of a can be
estimated and the result is shown in Fig. 10 resonance is
involved.
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